
 

GLUTEN FREE 
RESTAURANTS, PIZZERIAS, & GELATO 

Italy's influential cuisine is as varied as its landscapes and is just one of the 
country's claims to fame. At Cultural Italy, we draw on many years of 
experience to recommend some of the finest, most indicative dining 
experiences to enhance your trip. Explore the amazing celebration of 
the palette that Italy offers!   Lunch is usually served between 12:00 and 
2:00 PM; dinner between 7:00 and 9:30 PM. Keep in mind that tap water 
is drinkable, however it is customary to order bottled water at a 
restaurant. Your hotel concierge can help with further recommendations, 
reservations, directions or taxi arrangements.  
 

The term “gluten-free” (SENZA GLUTINE)  is probably well known in the larger cities and so you 
need to be more careful when you are in the smaller towns and villages. The word that you want 
to learn to say is CELIACO (pronounced: che-LIAH-ko, masculine, or CELIACA (pronounced: che-
LIAH-ka, feminine). 

Click here to see a list of logos you might see at restaurants that offer gluten free menus. 
  
Here are some sentences that can be of help:  
Sono intollerante al glutine. (I am gluten intolerant). 
Non posse mangiare glutine. (I cannot eat gluten). 
Per favore, un menu senza glutine. (Please a gluten-free menu). 
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The following information can be found at the official website for the Associazione Celiaci 
(Gluten Free Italy Association) www.celiachia.it 
 
On this website you can find all Italian venues trained and monitored (at least once a year) by 
the Italian Coeliac Association in order to guarantee gluten-free meals. So far, they have more 
than 4.000 venues all over Italy.  
 
You can use also AIC Mobile*, our APP for smartphone (Android, iPhone e Windows Phone 8 e 
7.5). AIC Mobile is free of charge and you can find it on your Appstore. 

*To use AIC Mobile you need to register here: http://www.celiachia.it/res/account/login.aspx 
(click on “Registrati”). Please, fill in their address (City: Genova; Province: GE; CAP: 16124; 
Address: via Caffaro 10) if you don’t live in Italy. 

For every venue, you can find the address and the gluten-free services guaranteed. You can 
find also the name of the staff person responsible for the gluten-free food in the venue. The 
association also signal days or periods in which the venue is closed. 

Please, be aware that every venue is listed under a specific category/symbol (in the map) that is 
the main service offered by the venue, but there can be more than one gluten free service 
suitable for You! Please check more information in the box about the venue. For example, an 
hotel can also be a restaurant or a restaurant can also be a pizzeria. 

NOTES 

[1] Hotels usually guarantee gluten free meals for breakfast + lunch + dinner. Extra services, like -
for example- baby/mini club or parties, are not always also gluten-free and are not guaranteed 
by the AIC. 
[2] This symbol signals that only guests sleeping in the hotel can have lunch and dinner there 
[3] This symbol signals that there are also gf cones 
[4] When you find a price signalled near the name of the venue, this is referred to a standard 
meal, drinks not included. 
[5] You are kindly asked to call in advance every venue before going, saying you need a gluten-
free service. 
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